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Article Body:
After 6 weeks in Canada and the finality that we were no longer on vacation hit with a thud ˘

I’d served 16 years in the Royal Air Force (RAF), so saying goodbye to a ˆsafe˜ job seemed sur

We had discussed living in Canada in great length after my wife´s sister had moved to Edmonton

We decided that we´d have to hire an immigration professional. When we opened up the Immigrati
We were inundated with forms and questionnaires and set to researching thoroughly what it all

It was announced that the Canadian Immigration visa system was changing; no-one knew what woul

We watched the horror of September 11th unfold; the aviation world collapsed and with the rest

We managed to spend two weeks at Andie’s sisters in Calgary during October 2001, fitting in qu

With the police checks complete, we sent the application off to Kerry, who returned profession

The authorities backed down after threats of legal action by several Canadian Immigration Lawy

The call came out of the blue: we had been accepted subject to Medicals and were not being cal

We put the house on the market at the end of June 2002 ˘ and had a buyer in 3 days. The date o
All 4 of us had to have medicals ˘ the kids didn´t have x-rays or blood tests but we each had
We checked out the different shipping agencies. Kerry recommended PSS shipping - a family run

While I was deployed away with the Air force, the house sale had stalled due to an argument be

Eventually, Kerry phoned with the news that we were accepted and just had to sign some documen

In Canada, we were recommended a local realtor (Estate Agent). He helped us find a plot of lan

The day after we returned, we gathered up our documents and photo´s and sent them recorded del

We researched and chose the shipping company for our Golden Retriever which would cost us more

We´ve been here 18 months now and can honestly say it has worked out better than we had ever i

I hope this will give you an insight into Canadian Immigration and inspire rather than disturb
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